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Gold Coast Horse Show Series 

Trainer Trips sponsored by LEGIS Equine 
 

 

Our parent company, The Langer Group has a long history of sending trainers on vacation. Since 2004 

trainers at LEG’s various shows have won Getaway Trips to luxury vacation resorts in Hawaii, Lake 

Tahoe, Colorado Springs, Palm Desert, Newport Beach, and Las Vegas. This year it could be you! 

 

Gold Coast is continuing the legacy, and now both Hunter/Jumper and Western trainers can win trips 

sponsored by LEGIS Equine.  

 

The following Gold Coast Series Trainer Trips will be awarded at the conclusion of the 2023 season: 

 

• Leading Jumper Trainer 

• Leading Hunter/Equitation Trainer Category A (classes where jumps do not exceed 2’3”) 

• Leading Hunter/Equitation Trainer Category B (Classes with jumps 2’6” – 3’6”) 

• Leading Reining Trainer 

• Leading Ranch Riding Trainer 

• Leading City Trail Trainer 

 

Points are awarded based on the placing of horses in designated classes or from a section’s 

championship chart as follows: 7-5-4-3-2-1. In case of a tie at the end of the season, the trainer with the 

most first place finishes and top rankings on the championship charts will prevail. 

 

Trainers must be listed as the trainer of record on a horse’s entry in order for that horse (or rider) to 

contribute points toward a trainer’s point totals. In case of a dispute, the two Show Managers and the 

Show Secretary will meet and confer, and their decision will be final. A trainer can only win one trip per 

season. Should a trainer win more than one trip category, the trainer will be given the trip for the 

category the trainer has earned the most points in. The next highest placed trainer in the other category 

will be awarded the trainer trip for that category. It is our intention to award six trips to six different 

trainers.  

 

Each of the trainer trip categories will be calculated as detailed below: 

 

Leading Jumper Trainer 

Trainers will earn points based on their highest ranked horse on the championship charts for all 

Junior/Amateur classes, as well as the highest placed horse in the 1.0 meter, 1.10 meter and 1.20 meter 

stakes.   

 

Leading Hunter/Equitation Trainer Category A 

Trainers will earn points based on their highest ranked horse or rider on the championship charts for all 

Junior/ Amateur sections held at 2’3”and below, as well as the highest placed horse in the LEG Up 

Derby.  
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Leading Hunter/Equitation Trainer Category B  

Trainers will earn points based on their highest ranked horse or rider on the championship charts for all 

Junior/ Amateur/ Amateur Owner sections held at 2’6” and higher, as well as the highest placed horse in 

the Carousel Derby, 2’6” Hunter Derby, 3’0” Hunter Derby, and the 3’0” Child/Adult Hunter Derby.  

 

Leading Reining Trainer 

Trainers will earn points based on their highest ranked horse or rider (in classes where the rider is 

judged) in all reining classes. 

 

Leading Ranch Riding Trainer 

Trainers will earn points based on their highest ranked horse or rider (in classes where the rider is 

judged) in all ranch classes, including ranch riding, ranch rail, and ranch trail. 

 

Leading City Trail Trainer 

Trainers will earn points based on their highest ranked horse or rider (in classes where the rider is 

judged) in all city trail classes. 

 

 

 

 

Winners will have twelve months to take their trip. Trips may be transferred at the winner’s request. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


